Introduction

This volume contains the proceedings of the 1st Workshop on Computing News Storylines (CNewsStory 2015) held in conjunction with the 53rd Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics and the 7th International Joint Conference on Natural Language Processing (ACL-IJCNLP 2015) at the China National Convention Center in Beijing, on July 31st 2015.

Narratives are at the heart of information sharing. Ever since people began to share their experiences, they have connected them to form narratives. The study of storytelling and the field of literary theory called narratology have developed complex frameworks and models related to various aspects of narrative such as plots structures, narrative embeddings, characters’ perspectives, reader response, point of view, narrative voice, narrative goals, and many others. These notions from narratology have been applied mainly in Artificial Intelligence and to model formal semantic approaches to narratives (e.g. Plot Units developed by Lehnert (1981)). In recent years, computational narratology has qualified as an autonomous field of study and research. Narrative has been the focus of a number of workshops and conferences (AAAI Symposia, Interactive Storytelling Conference (ICIDS), Computational Models of Narrative). Furthermore, reference annotation schemes for narratives have been proposed (NarrativeML by Mani (2013)).

The majority of the previous work on narratives and narrative structures have mainly focused on the analysis of fictitious texts. However, modern day news reports still reflect this narrative structure, but they have proven difficult for automatic tools to summarise, structure, or connect to other reports. This difficulty is partly rooted in the fact that most text processing tools focus on extracting relatively simple structures from the local lexical environment, and concentrate on the document as a unit or on even smaller units such as sentences or phrases, rather than cross-document connections. However, current information needs demand a move towards multidimensional and distributed representations which take into account the connections between all relevant elements involved in a “story”. Additionally, most work on cross-document temporal processing focuses on linear timelines, i.e. representations of chronologically ordered events in time (for instance, the Event Narrative Event Chains by Chambers (2011), or the SemEval 2015 Task 4: Cross Document TimeLines by Minard et al. (2014)). Storylines, though, are more complex, and must take into account temporal, causal and subjective dimensions. How storylines should be represented and annotated, how they can be extracted automatically, and how they can be evaluated are open research questions in the NLP and AI communities.

The workshop aimed to bring together researchers from different communities working on representing and extracting narrative structures in news, a text genre which is highly used in NLP but which has received little attention with respect to narrative structure, representation and analysis. Currently, advances in NLP technology have made it feasible to look beyond scenario-driven, atomic extraction of events from single documents and work towards extracting story structures from multiple documents, while these documents are published over time as news streams. Policy makers, NGOs, information specialists (such as journalists and librarians) and others are increasingly in need of tools that support them in finding salient stories in large amounts of information to more effectively implement policies, monitor actions of “big players” in the society and check facts. Their tasks often revolve around reconstructing cases either with respect to specific entities (e.g. person or organizations) or events (e.g. hurricane Katrina). Storylines represent explanatory schemas that enable us to make better selections of relevant information but also projections to the future. They form a valuable potential for exploiting news data in an innovative way.

Albeit small in number, the contributions that are published in this volume do indeed cover the topics we intended to touch upon. We received 12 submissions and accepted 9. Two papers focus on tracking and representing emergent news topics (Tadashi) and develop personalised news aggregation systems (Fedorovsky et al.). Events, the primary source of information and blocks for storylines, are the targets of three papers which tackle different issues such as improving event type detection (Li et al.), the analysis of the properties of sequences of events (Simonsen and Davis), and the automatic extraction of
news agendas as the ability of storylines to direct action (Stalpouskaya and Baden). Notions such as relevance and importance are at the core of two papers: one paper which describes a formal model and a preliminary implementation for automatically extracting storylines from news stream (Vossen et al.), and one paper which proposes a post-retrieval snippet clustering based on pattern structures (Makhalova et al.). Finally, a proposal for storyline representation and evaluation (Laparra et al.) and the adaptation of approaches and methods from the domain of fiction to the news data (Miller et al.) are reported.

We would like to thank the members of the Program Committee for their timely reviews. We would also like to thank the authors for their contributions.
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